SIXTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Strategies and policies of common sense – EE and RES solutions for energy independence, competitive prices and exit from the crisis

25th – 26th November, Plovdiv
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

GENERAL SPONSOR - 5 000 euro

- granting the status of general sponsor;
- logo of general sponsor will be placed on the wall, built on the stage;
- company banner in the central part of the conference room or in the hotel lobby - banner to be delivered in the office of ABEA: 10.11.2010 latest
- logo on the first page of the conference program;
- logo on invitation letters for the conference, sending by e-mails;
- logo on invitation letters for the conference, which will be sent to the official guest (on the paper);
- logo on the press releases for the conference – 2 times (before and after the event);
- brochures in advertisement materials for participants, without limits /size A4/ - terms for delivering to ABEA office: 30.10.2010;
- stand for firm presenting;
- you can choose where will be situated your stand;
- company presentation at the conference /in parallel hall/;
- logo with link on the main ABEA’s web page (from November 2010 to January 2011);
- logo with link will be posted to the inside pages of ABEA’s web site and will be included in all releases for the conference;
- list of participants in the conference;
- 4 persons from your company will attend without participation fee.

MAIN SPONSOR - 3 500 euro

- logo of general sponsor will be placed on the wall, built on the stage;
- logo on the second page of the conference program;
- logo on invitation letters for the conference, sending by e-mails;
- one brochure in advertisement materials for participants, limit - 4 pages /size A4/ - terms for delivering to ABEA’s office: 30.10.2010
- stand for firm presenting;
- company presentation at the conference /in parallel hall/;
- logo with link will be posted to the inside pages of ABEA’s web site and will be included in all releases for the conference;
- list of participants in the conference;
- 3 persons from your company will attend without participation fee.

SPONSOR - 1 500 euro

- company banner in the conference room or in the hotel lobby - banner to be delivered in the office of ABEA: 10.11.2010 latest
- logo on the second page of the conference program;
- logo on invitation letters for the conference, sending by e-mails;
- logo with link will be posted to the inside pages of ABEA’s web site and will be included in all releases for the conference;
- one brochure in advertisement materials for participants, limit - 2 pages /size A4/ - terms for delivering to ABEA’s office: 30.10.2010
- list of participants in the conference;
- 2 persons from your company will attend without participation fee.
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

SPONSOR – BADGES 1000 euro

- logo on badges tie;
- logo on badges for participants;
- list of participants in the conference.

The logo must be sent on 01.10.2010 latest.

SPONSOR - REGISTRATION 500 euro

- logo on the sign for registration;
- logo on the registration form;
- logo on the wall, behind the registration section;
- list of participants in the conference.

The logo must be sent on 01.10.2010 latest, to e-mail: milena.agopyan@liga-vei.net, in one of these formats: .PDF, Vector .EPS, .JPG

SPONSOR – GALA DINNER

*Pays expenses for food and drinks*

- one brochure in advertisement materials for participants, limit- 4 pages /size A4/ - terms for delivering to ABEA’s office: 30.10.2010;
- logo on the second page of the conference program;
- logo on invitation letters for the conference, sending by e-mails;
- logo with link will be posted to the inside pages of ABEA’s web site and will be included in all releases for the conference;
- advertisement blind in the conference hall and in the hall for coffee breaks
- list of participants in the conference;
- 3 free pass for event.

SPONSOR – COFFEE BREAKS

*Pays expenses for catering*

- logo on the second page of the conference program;
- logo with link will be posted to the inside pages of ABEA’s web site and will be included in all releases for the conference;
- advertisement blind in the conference hall and in the hall for coffee breaks;
- list of participants in the conference;
- 2 free pass for event.

OTHER FORMS FOR SUPPORTING THE CONFERENCE

Governmental or nongovernmental organisations, companies and citizens who are interested in the development of renewable energy sources in Bulgaria can support the Conference with less money than sponsors. ABEA will provide exhibition space, other opportunities for advertising and their representatives will participate at the Conference without fee.
Governmental or nongovernmental organisations, companies and citizens can assist the Conference and no financial, through appropriate logistical support, providing advertising and coverage of the conference (for paper and electronic media), equipment maintenance, personnel, transportation and any other supply that would be useful for the Conference. Organizers will provide exhibition space and other opportunities for advertising and their representatives will participate at the Conference without fee.

CONTACT:

Milena Agopyan

ASSOCIATION OF BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES

4000 Plovdiv, Bulgaria
139 Ruski blvd, floor 4, office 402
Phone:/fax:+359 32 62 57 54
Mobile: + 359 893 558 650